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TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

ACTION REQUESTED BY: 

JJJ-r 
MEMORANDUM 

September 

The Commission 

The Division of 

Proposals to integrate and make more 
meaningful disclosure concerning 
management 

That the Commission authorize the 
publication for comment of the attached 
release which: 

A. Proposes amendments to Forms S-l 
and S-ll under the Securities Act of 
1933 ("Securities Act") and Forms la, 
10-K and 8-K and Schedule 14A under 
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 
("Exchange Act") to: 

1. require additional disclosure 
with respect to the background, 
qualifications and affiliations 
of and remuneration received by 
directors and executive officers; 

2. conform the disclosure require
ments in the applicable forms and 
Schedule 14A concerning background 
of management and pending legal 
proceedings; and 

3. require certain disclosure in 
proxy statements concerning illegal 
or questionable paymentsi 

B. Requests comment. from interested 
parties f-egarcffng the need for and 
possible format' of additional disclosure 
concerning management remuneration, 
including executive compensation plans, 

.. _~~9 __ Ee_rt_,?:~n transactions of management 
.. __ ~nv()l virgo the issuer or its subsidiaries. 

Regular Calendar 

= 

.:.. . .. ~ .. -
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NOVEL, UNIQUE OR 
COMPLEX ISSUES 

OTHER DIVISIONS OR 
OFFICES CONSULTED: 

Prelimiflary Statement 

-2- ' 

The attached release proposes an 
amendment to Item 6 (Information 
Regarding Management) of Schedule l4A 
to require disclosure of: (1) whether 
or not the issu~~ hi~-~ny poliriy 
regarding qu'estionable"or-"ilfegal' 
payments or transactions and (2) facts 
surrounding the involvement of any 
director, nominee for election or 
executive officer of the issuer in 
any questionable or illegal payments 
or transactions. 

Divisions of Enforcement, Investment 
Jl1anagement :and Corporate ._-.. -- -... --- ..--
Regulation 'iii1d-the' bfrices-of-The'-----
General Counsel and Economic and Policy 
Research. 

The attached release contains proposals to various 
registration and reporting forms under the Securities Act and 

. .!p.e __ .~>s.c..h~ng~_.Ac.~._~nd··Scheci'u·i~~ .. -tqA .. 'wh-ich--are-(:i'eS1gn'~<i t~3jrip_r_QY~. 
the quali,ty of .. information ~:LLsGJ"os~O,.tQ .. ~nv~st.Clr_~~arding .. tDe: 
Ji~a-c'k'groufid'-~~-:dirf~·cforfLan<;t_e .. >.;~cuti y'~,_,_o.f.f~~,eF.~.".ofJu~~Jc~~~~-.'~ .... 
.. c ompani e_,s.~,_c!:"l}.g._._~~.§9 ~.t_o_ufu.:rt her. _~onf.9r.lJlm ap~_,~n_t:_~,g~...?:~~ "~!:?~,. dP:~ .. c ~g.s ure 
requirements under the Securit1~s_Acts. 

0. ____ _, •••• _ ~ •• _._._ _ --- •• ,... -' • 

The proposed amendments to items requiring disclosure 
of certain management information would result in additional 
substantive disclosure with respect to all directorships 
held by each director of an issuer in any company subject to 
the'requirements of Sections 12 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act 
or registered pursuant to the Investment Company Act of 1940 
and disclosure of memberships held by each director on any 
committee of the issuers board of directors. : The proposed 
amendments would also expand the information called for with 
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respect to certain material events in the background of 
directors and executive officers to include injunctions 
prohibiting such person from engaging in any type of 
business practice, injunctions and' consent decrees 
prohibiting violations of federal and state securities 
laws and any civil actions involving violations of such 
laws. In addition, those items concerning management 
remuneration would be amended to require disclosure of 
all direct remuneration received from the issuer and its 
affiliates. 

The proposed amendments relating to the . .Q9Df_o.rr.natJon 
and integration of disclosure requirements are primarily 
designed to eliminate certain discrepancies between~.t?~, 
requirements contained in Part II of Form 10-K and Schedule 
14A. Pursuant to General Instruction H(a) to Form 10-K, 
issuers may omit the information called for by Part II if the 
issuer has, since the close of the fiscal year or within 
120 days thereafter, filed a proxy or information statement 
relating to the election of directors. Issuers electing to 
follow this procedure, however, are not presently required 
pursuant to Schedule 14A to disclose information consistent 
wi th the requirements of Bart II;. 

The proposed amendments are designed to eliminate these 
disclosure gaps, principally with respect to Item 60f 
Schedule 14A which calls for information regarding nominees 
and directors. It is also proposed that differences in 
language and substance among various registration and 
reporting forms and Schedule 14A in the items concerning 

vdisclosure of pending legal··proceedings··and-management·back-,.·.·":> 
ground information be eliminated~ .. :.. ";':., . 

. ... ..... . ..... c ...... ,-_. ._. __ ~_---=---' ___ _ 

In view of the extensi ve-- nature-- of-·the'- discussion of"· .. ,.----
the proposals in the Proposed Release, the Division will not 
burden the Commission with a redundant explanatory memorandum. 
Rather, the Division respectively calls the Commission's 
attention to the attached release which we believe is self-' 
explanatory. Discussed below are the proposed amendments and 
other matters the Division believes are most :significant. 
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Questionable or Illegal Payments 

The attached release proposes an amendment to Item 6 
(Information Regarding Management) of the proxy rules.to 
require disclosure of whether or not the issuer has any policy 
regarding "questionable or illegal payments or transactions, 
including but not limited to illegal political contributions; 
the disbursement or receipt of funds outside the normal system 
of accountability; (, questionab;t,e or, ~ll_egal_ paYrnel!tsto or 
from foreign governments, officials, employees or agents; 
and payme n t s 'or -re ce ipf s-- ImproperTy --enfered--1i1--fl1e--books 
and records." 

The proposed disclosure would also state that where facts 
pertaining to the involvement of any director of the issuer, 
any person nominated for election ~ director, or any executi~~ 
officer of the issuer in any material questionable or illegal 
payments or transactions involving the issuer and its affiliates 
have not been previously reported in a filing with the Commission 
and described in an issuer document distributed to shareholders, 
management should disclose such facts in its proxy or 
information statement, depending upon the extent of involvement 
and knowledge of such persons. 1 / The proposed new proxy 
disclosure item would also call for information of whether or 
not any such disclosed transactions conform with the issuer's 
policy. 

It is the Division's view that this new requirement 
is necessary to confirm the obligation of an issuer to disclose 
material information as to such mattsrs concerning the ability 
and integrity of managem~nt. Moreover, the proposed item 
contemplates a procedure for disclosing questionable or illegal 
transactions in a manner which is intended to clarify that,' 
in the view of the Commission, such matters should be disclosed 
in periodic reports filed with the Commission, and that they 
should also be disclosed to security holders in order that they 
might have necessary information with which to assess the 
ability and integrity of management. 

1 / Once an issuer does disclose such transactions in a proxy 
or information statement, , it will be "previously reported" 
and thus would not require repeated disclosure in any 
subsequent proxy or information statement. See the 
definition of "previously reported" in Rule l2b-2(m); 
pursuant to Rule 14a-l, this definition applies to 
Regulation 14. 
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Other than through the inclusion of certain non-exclusive 
examples of what might be considered "material questionable or 
illegal payments or transactions", the proposed. item does 
not attempt to establish guidelines or standards for 
defining this term. It is recognized that any such definition 
would re difficult if not impossible to resolve in a rule 
of general application, and it is fur~per recognized that 
it likely is more desirable at this time 'to retain a 
degree of latitude so that the C ommIs-si on , issuers, the 
courts and Congress might provide further refinements in 
particular cases. It may be noted that the terms used 
in the proposals -- questionable or illegal corporate 
payments and practices; illegal political contributions; 
the disbursement or receipt of funds outside the normal 
system of accountability -- all are derived generally from 
the Commission's May 12, 1976 report to the Senate Banking, 
Housing and Urban Affairs Committee. 

The Division has received two memoranda from other 
offices on the proposals, and both commented on the proposed 
disclosure of questionable or illegal payments. 2 1 -- .----- .--- --
.·~ne·-·-=-followiri.g- wlli-dlscus--s-ourv:l.ew-i-- on fhose---comriients. 3~7~~-'---

--_._------------------------._--

Director of Economic and Policy Research 

The comments received from the Director o'f Economic and 
Policy Research opposed the contemplated disclosure, generally 
on the ground that the existence of such a disclosure 
requirement would impose an undue impediment on e-conomic 
decision-making; that the proposals are not clear as to 
when disclosure is required; that this uncertainty may have 
a chilling effect on management; and that the requirement to' 
disclose whether or not the company has a policy on such 
matters may force registrants to develop a policy, rather than 
allow flexible management evaluations of such transactions. 

2 1 The Divisiop also received oral comments on the questionable 
.paym~E.ts propos-ars-~Jr.9JILtl1e; __ Otfic~~he G..e~~ral Counsel~ 
and the Di vi sio'n- .of Enforcement; we agree with their-comm-en't"s 
~n~~r.I0~y_ E_~~_f~~f;_eA-=~E~g!poratedint6- tlie-proposal"s .---"--- ---- -----

__ 3_1 See Attachment B for a full copy of the comments of 
other offices. 
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In our view, the proposals simply highlight an area 
which is and should be a proper ~ea of management 
concern, and which should be the subject of review and 
scrutiny by management. As discussed above, we have not 
attempted to define a "material questionable or illegal 
payment" due to the difficulty in doing so by rule. 
We do not believe the present situation is any less 
confusing to issuers and, in fact, the proposed disclosure 
requirements would at least clarify that a particular 
questionable transaction, once disclosed in a proxy . 
statement, generally would not be required; to be 
disclosed again. To this extent, -t;h-e-p-roposals do add 
certainty. 

It should also be noted that nothing in the proposals 
undertakes to prescribe any particular element of the 
issuer's policy concerning such payments. We believe it 
may be safe to assume that the obligation to disclose 
such a policy may be an incentive for issuers to 
develop policies, however, we do not believe this step is 
any'different from the recently adopted requirement for 
disclosure of the audit committee (Item See) to Schedule l4A) 
nor do we believe it represents an unwarranted intrusion 
into the p-r-eogati ves of managmeiif-~--l 

__ I _. __ , 

Division of Investment Management 

The Division of Investment Management opposed the-proposal, 
stating that disclosure of a corporate policy on questionable 
payments was no more important than a policy on a number of 
other subjects; that the sanctity of the books and records 
is not particularly related to a proxy or information 
statement about management; and that the other proposed 
disclosure revisions dealing with litigation rely on court or 
administrative proceedings as the standard for disclosure and 
do not require disclosure of any illegal activities apart 
from ,legal proceedings. 
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The Division believes the uncertainty, the controversy 
and the degree of public and' governmental interest in this 
area justifies this type of treatment in the disclosure 
rules. Moreover, to the extent such practices do lead 
to improper books and records, we believe it is acutely 
important that the disclosure of such activities be made 
in the proxy or information statement. Rules l4a-3 and.14c-3 
recognize that financial ·statements of th~ issuer are an 
integral part of the information security holders must have 
in voting to elect directors, and even though such financial 
information might not be part of the proxy statement, it 
appears clear that this type of displosure is highly relevant 
to an evaluation of the ability andtntegrity of management. 

Requests for Comments on Additional Disclosure 

As indicated in the attached release,the proposed 
amendments are only intended as a first step wward improving 
the adequacy of information concerning corporate management. 
The Division has received various criticisms and recommendations 
from interested parties regarding _certain areas of information 
concerning management which are rot affected· by the current 
proposals. Rather than proposing specific provisions .. _at this 
time, the Division oroposes that the Commission invite .. 
commen-tc5I1-fheneed--f6r and possible "format of additional 
-di~closure requirements . 

.. . __ _ .~ .. ___ . __ ... __ ... -=--.=- : __ ... · ___ . ___ ~.1 
... -.-,. 
-'I , .,..--:--~ ,----

Ini tially, t he Proposed Release requests public corniilent---
concerning the adequacy of information about· manage-ment . 
compensation, especially executive compensation plans. 
The current requirements have been criticized as providing 
insufficient information for purposes of determining 
management's actual compensation and for purposes of 
shareholder approval of such plans. It has been suggested 
that the Commission consider the adoption of a universal 

. formu~a or .standard to be .used in evaluation of these 
_plans. . .. . .. 
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, 
Comment is also invi ted with respect to the need' for 

possible amendments to the items in various forms 
requiring disclosure of certain transactions of management 
involving the issuer or its subsidiaries. These items 
differ significantly from each other in both language and 
substance. In connection with the future conformation 
of these items, the Division is also considering certain' 
recommendations received from the staff and interested parties. 
Specifically, it is recommended that the current exceptions from 
disclosure where: (1) the interest of the specified persons 
is solely that of a director of another party to the 
transaction; (2) the transaction involves services as a 
bank depository of funds, transfer agent or similar services; 
or (3) the transaction involves a loan and the issuer or any 
of its subsidiaries is primarily engaged in the business of -. 
lending be deleted. 

The Division believes that the general request for 
public comment concerning the need for additional disclosure 
in these ~eas, in connection with the specific recommendations 
-curxentl~ under co~sideratio~ will result in. significant 
comment from interested pa:,:,ties. -

· -.. .' .:.j--;' 
.--.----~---.... -----.---------

Other Divisions and Offices Consulted 

On September 10, 1976, the Division circulated for 
comment a . draft of the Proposed Release to those Divisions 
and Offices listed on page 2 of this memorandum. Oral 
comments were received from the Office of the General Counsel 
and the Division of Enforcement and written comments from 
the Divisions of Investment Management and the Directorate 
of Economic and Policy Research. Except for the comments of 
the Division of Enforcement all comments related solely to the 
proposals concerriing questionable or illegal payments or 
transactions and are discussed above. 

Recommendation 

Based on the above and for the reasons articulated in 
the attached release, it is recommended that the Commission 
authorize the publication for comment of the attached 
release which: 

A. Proposes amendments to Forms S-l and S-ll under 
the Securities Act and Forms 10, 10-K and 8-~.and 
Schedule 14A under the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934 to: 
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1. require additional disclosure with respect to 
the background, qualifications, and affiliations 
of and remuneration received by directors and 
executive officers; 

2. conform the disclosu~e requirements in the a~plicable 
forms and Schedule 14A concerning background of 
management and pending legal proceedings; and 

3. require certain disclosure in proxy statements 
concerning illegal or questionable payments. 

B. Requests,comment from interested parties concerning 
the need for and possible format of additional 
disclosure concerning management remuneration, including' 
executive compensation plans, and certain transactions 
of management involving the issuer or its subsidiaries. 

Prepared By 

J. Rowland Cook (51750) 
Susan Greenberg (51750) 
Paul A. Belvin (51750) 

Attachments 

Attachment A: 
Attachment B: 

Proposed Release 
Comments received from 
other offices and divisions 
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To: 

From: 

Re: 

- ATTAcmm1i1' B 

Se p t emb e r 20) 19 76 

Paul Be lvin 
Susan Greenburg 
Division of Corporation Finance 

Richard Zecher, Director 
Economic and Policy Research 

Proposals to Revise Disclosure 
Concerning Management 

Your memorandum of September 10 has been 
revie\ved. The attached memo by Cliff Tuck of my 
staff basically reflects my views on this subject. 
If you have any comments on this memo, please 
feel free to contact me. 
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TO 

J jjice ']1eln Ora?~d1.L 1n 

: Richard Zecher Director 
of Economic and Policv Research 

()k' J 

: Cliff Tud:.-·Chief 

SE:CURITIES AND F.XCH!\J.~Gr: co:-.r.i\llSSION 

T 
Scp.ternber 15, 1976' 

. ·IJA '£: 

Branch of Securities Offerings and Studies 

SU~ECT:Div. of Corp. Finan Proposed Revision of 
Disclosure Rules Concerning Hanagement 

A revie,v of the economic implications of the proposed disclosure 
rule changes concerning cor:porate management (as contained in the 
attached memorandum from the Division of Corp. Finance dated Sept 10, 
1976) suggests that a proposed change regarding the disclosure of 
management's policies or lack of policies vis-a-vis ques tionaole or
illegal payments could adversely effect management's economic decision' 
making ability. 

The proposed rule is Item 6 (d) (i) of Sch. 14A, tl1e corporate 
proxy statement. The rule reads as folIous: IIIndicate \vhether or 
not the issuer has any policy regarding questionable and illegal cor
porate payments or transactions, including but not limited to illegal 
domestic political contributions; the disbursement of funds outside 
the normal system of accountability, payments to foreign governments, 
officials, employees or agents, and payments improperly entered 
in the books and records. If the issuer has such a policy, briefly 
describe it. . 

The proposed rule covers two kinds of activity illegal 
and questionable payments. The difficulty lies \vith the' requirement 
to disclose lIH hether or not" the. issuer has a policy 'concerning 
"questionable" paynents. Presumably corporate managements can 
distinquish bet\,7een -a payment that is "illegal" and one that is 

. "que~tfor}abie". :' ',One assumestne Divis fon of torpor~te': Financer.::eans 
by ""questionable" a payment that is not illegal on it'S'face but has ~. 
aspects that public conduct standards might consider unethical. 
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TO: Richard Zecher 
Page: T,vo 

The difficulty, then, ,.;ith a phr~se like "questionable" is that 
it is not defined i....'1 proposed rule 6(d) (i) or its accompanying in- : 
structions. There nay be, in the absence of a more rigorous definition 
many instances ,,,here ::l2.:iager;;<?nt is unsure that a particular ):>usiness 
pr.:1ctice is Il ques t:ionabl<?." The resulting uncertainty may then 
Ulint a practice and cause proper business transactions to be ca;Lled 
into question. Or, some prospective transactions may be assig:1ed a 
higher risk fact'or because of management 1 s uncertainty regarding"ex 
pos t'''j udzncn ts concerning such transactions. Thus, possibly at the 
margin, some legitimate transactions may be forsone and profit opportunities 
Ilpassed-up." 

, 
The uncertainty surrounding "questionable" payments' is exacerbated 

by the requirement to disclose affirmatively policies or lack or policies 
concerning these transactions. Very likely managements 1,;ill feel -',' 
cO!11pelled to develop a policy concernirig these payments in lieu of a 
statement in the pro)..), statenemt that states management does not have 
such a corporate policy. Thus the need to develop internal policy 
,.;rill cause nanagecent to ma1:e conservative judgnents regarding the 
~inds of traniactio~s it will be a party to because of liability concerns. 
Arbitrary and inflexible guidelines may ,vell be substituted for sound 
manng.:=ment evaluations of those kinds of transactions. As a 
consequence an impediment is introduced into the corporate decision
making process. 

cc: R. Spencer 
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AJ;'TACHHENT B 
I.".. ,'. ~' ' ~- . (~)" 

, ,'f n /!/II)I\"1 ," ""'/"'0'1 (~? /IV''''' 
:.. ~~. ~ .. ,'..J. v , I C.d I I ... ;,,/ It· \,.,0(.1 ... 11 , I v • 'SE:GUIUTIES ANO'l:XCIIANGf<: CO~!:-'!ISSION 

.1 

DATE:'Scptcll1ber 23, 197G 

FRO.\! 

SU [lJ ECT: 

, .. 

Paul Belvin and Susan Greehbe~g 
Division of Corporation Finnnce 

Jenn Gleason, Associate DitectQ~ {VV,l.~,,,,,,v-'" 
Division .of Inves tment Han.:lg(!merif f...j 
Proposed, Proxy Rule Arriindment's 

As you know under cu'rrent _rules,- investment companies must, 
provide in their proxy statements the information called for by Schedule 
l4A. We arc concerned that because we hav~ 4ifficulty understanding the. 
proposed am~nclment to the 'proxy rules relating to the issuer's policy ,on 
questionable and illegal corporate payments or transactions (proposed 
Item 6(d) of Schedule l4A), we would have di~ficultJ administering it. 

Item 6(d)(i) 

, . 

The scope of paragraph (d)(i)is not' clear. What· are "questionable 
or ille8al corporate payments or transactions?" The examples given suggest 
that such payments or transactions would be narrowli construed to include 
only tbose relating to the "traditional" fo'reign payment and domestic 
bribery situations. He fail to tirideli-s'r:;md hm.J the' issuer's policy on 
these types of transactions is any more r..aterial to investors than 'the 
issuer's policy on other types of ."questionable or illegal" corporate 
transactions and activities, such as those relating to pollution, equal 
employment, anti-trust, fair advertising, produc.t safety, labor relations, 
and so for th. Is the use of corpora te mo'ney to bribe "someone any more 
material to investors than the use of corporate money to discriminate or to 
build a plant that '.Jill pollute the nearby '.Ja~enJays., or to develop 
-~roducts that will be dangerous to consu~ers (to use the standard cliches)? 

-If the primary problem is the sanctity of the books and records 
(as the examples suggest) the item should be limited to that. Even-then, 
we are not sure why this is something that is particularly related to a 
proxy s ta tcmcn t or inform::! tion about r.t.:1nagemen t. :rorma lly there are no 
financial-statements in n proxy statement. Of course, it is vital to 
investors'that there be J policy of accurate record keeping; it is vital 
to them that the mnn.:.lgemcnt obey any number of 1 <1,.,. S , but we do not usually 
ask for a statement th:1,t m:1nagement intends to 'obey t::hose l.:lws. , . . 
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r<1ragraph (cl)(i) can aJ.::Jo he read bro~dly to require a sto.tement of 
corporCltt: policy about all q\lcstionable 0)" illegal t:orpnrate ,.activities. , 
hIe can only nssume that most ccwporntions could develop a general corporpt;e 
policy <1[;.:linst en,g:1ging in illef;,31 or questionable activities. \'1liat this 
lcno\"lec1l;C ,,,,ill add to the investor's '9torc ~f information about the issu~r 
is qu~stion.:lblc. l~q;.:lrclless of the, in.te'rpretntion of the pr'oposed rule, \.Je 
are not sure what type of disclosure is ,being sought. It is difficult to 
.imagine anything other than generCll' boilet pIa te .• 

=Item 6(d)(ii) 

We have more serious groble~s with paragraph (ii) .. It is an 
unusual rule making technique to require management to "consider" 
disclosure.' If management could, prove that ,they 'l'considered" 
disclosure, but decided against ~t, they would have a defense against 
liability for omission of material information. In addition, since the 
public has been given lit'tle guidance as to "'hat is considered material 
in this area, it is not clear what standards management should use in 
"considering disclo'sure". ... .. ~~ 

Assuming that the "consider" language is changed to a specific 
requirement, we believe that the proposed item is inconsistent with 
new Item (d)(2) of th~ ~io~y rule$ requiring·disclosure of, among 
ether things') crimina 1 convictions,' in'junctio'f\s against engaging i~ ... 
any type of business practice, or'co~viction~ of viol~tions of the securities 
la~s. This ~roposed item requires dtsclosure'of such events if th~y 
occurred 'vit11in the past five years and if they a.re material to an 
evaluation of the ability and integrity, of any director. The item relies 
on court proceedings as the standard for disclosure; i~does not require 
disclosure of the activities themselves: For ~xample, it requires 
disclosure of a criminal c·on.victions j it does .l)ot require disclosure of a 
criminal act; it requires disclosure of a conviction of the securities laws; 

. it does not re.quire di'sclosure of a violation"of those laws. There are 
good reasons for this ... It is possible to administer a standard for 
disclos\lre that relies on determinations made,.by our court system. It is 
not possible to administer a standard based on admission of guilt •• 
Usually, people are pres~med innocent until pioven guilty in a court of 
la\v.· In addition, it is unrealistic to expect that normally (there nre 
alw.:lYs cxteptions) people will disclose violations of other domestic laws 
in' order-to avoid viol.:lting the securities la,.,1. This is not to say that 
thel:e may not be occasions ,,,here the harm to the indhlidual may be out
,,,eighed 1)), the necessity for the public to know. Ho;,;'ever, :these 'Would be 
only the most extraordinary circumstances. 

In light of this ~ 'We find the proposed rule very troublesome. It 
seems to m:1ke the judgment th3t "qucstionable or 'illeg31." payments or 
t.ransactions (asf,umin~ a ·n.1rrO\" definition) arc so" much more. import:mt· 
th:in nn)' oth~r tyPt~ of :1ctivity t.h.1t disclosure of "kno\om" facts must be 
made im."netiia ll! ly r~\p,;J.nlless of ,,'hl~n they occurl'cd whereas other type~ of 
U lc.p,:ll. ~\ct.:i.\'ities 1.'C'1~\til1g directly to business must be der;cribecl aniy 
if. cOllvictlnn:, h;we rCf,ultcd in the. P:1st 5 ~'C:Jl:'f" unci then only if 
Ill:llcri.nl to :\11 eV:l}u;1Uon ol the .1bil.ity ;mel integrity'of :the pers~m. 


